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Aim
This study was carried out to support the "formal analysts" in studying user keystroke behaviour. The normal design cycle
to construct a formal model is a top down approach. In this study we present an automatic bottom up ap- proach to construct
a formal description of user behaviour. The formalism we select is the Petri net, to model the user knowledge with finite
place/ transition-systems.
State of the art
There are different formalisms for constructing user models; TAC, ETAC, CLC, COMS, CCT, the different kinds of
grammars (BNF, EBNF, etc.), and state transition nets. Using any of these formalisms the analyst must always de- sign the
pure (="error free") user model in a top down approach. Then he can try to prove his model with "error free" empirical data.
This is difficult and insufficient, and one of the conse- quences is that most of the formal models exist only as paper
versions and have not been im- plemented as computer programs.
Bottom up approach
If there is a possibility to construct user models in an automatic, bottom up approach, then the han- dling with formal
models becomes easy. A se- quence of keystrokes, mouse clicks, etc. can be contemplated as a sentence derived from a
defined grammar or as a process derived from a Petri-net. A state transition net, as a complete description of the software
the user is interacting with, can be used to identify the equal states in the keystroke sequence. All parts of the whole
keystroke sequence between two dialog states are elementary processes. All elementary processes can be combined to form
a Petri-net ("folding" operator; Oberquelle et al. 1983). The "folded" Petri-net is a formal description ("model") of the
procedural knowledge of the user's behaviour.
Why Petri-nets ?
To model user knowledge we use finite place/ transition nets with marked tokens. Petri-nets have the following useful
features: modelling of parallel actions, a clear semantic, powerful enough to handle with context sensitivity and, the
possibility to embed subnets. We are using the Petri-net tool PACE, so we are able to model time aspects. PACE offers the
possibility of simulation, so we can analyse our user model in a dynamic fashion.
Diagnostic features of a user model developed with AMME
One of the most interesting aspects of the Petri- nets constructed with AMME is the possibility to measure the behavioral
and cognitive complexity in a simple fashion (McCabe 1976, Kornwachs 1981). Now each analyst is able to investigate the
learning process of a user in handling an interactive software. The possibility to detect an interactive deadlock is another
important feature. Examples will be presented. Analyzing logfiles in an automatic way enables the investigator to calculate
applied statistics. Results will be presented (Rauterberg 1992).
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